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Primitive bubble shooter level 295

I've cleared this level! submit a how-to video! 08-21-14, 10:19 PM #1 There seems to be a trick that should be missing at this level. Given bubbles are always in the wrong order, so I have to waste too much to avoid jumping out poison bubbles. Any suggestions?I've tried it about 30 times with several different strategies. I don't want to spend my coins on boosts because I probably need them later. 08-21-
14, 11:40 PM #2 I answer my question. I finally got the color in the right order and sailed through it. 06-17-15, 02:40 PM #3 I'm still trying to figure out how to get over Lvl 294. I just seem to get over it, I also bought a bomb and tried it, 06-21-15, 08:25 am #4 you can hit level 294 without getting the extra bomb. Doing this will leave more bombs later in the level and make it easier to complete. 11-05-15,
05:40 PM #5 Thank you!! I completed it before checking this. But I appreciate the response. I've cleared this level! submit a how-to video! Classic bubble shooting eliminates shooting games, exquisite image quality, fun levels, wifi, free, the best time to go through the game! Welcome to the happy life of a dinosaur mom, cute dragon baby hiding in the depths of bubble jungle, slide your fingers, eliminate
color bubbles, pop, pop, watch, baby dragon you've been found. Control:- Aim and match bubbles you want to shoot with bubbles.- Match 3 or higher same bubbles.- Remove bubbles to find cute baby dragons. The use of props can be easy throughout the game - the game gives stars based on scores of more star features: + high quality and good music + no wifi can be played + completely free + well
designed levels as well as fun as well as many! I wish you a happy life here!December 17, 2020 version 1.1.9 It is a fun game to play. However, there are some flawed glitches. The touched sensor looks a bit off when you release the bubble, but somehow it goes either one way or the other than the original shot. I thought it was just a finger movement, but it still does the same glitch when I just let it shoot
aim. I don't know why it's doing it. Also, serial commercial glitches. Instead of playing commercials in several configurations of time, it always plays commercials! It will be annoying after a while. If they just play commercials between stages, it would be as good as other free games. I was playing this game a few years ago. You guys reviewed it.But I am aware of a couple of problems back then and now that
it is barely recognizable as the same game. The first one is aiming and shooting. I'm very careful to aim exactly where I want to go with the shot, and for some reason, it's going wide in some way and not where I aimed! It really me off because I basically just lost one of my shots and it usually gets in the way of the next shot. The next problem is that no matter how well you play or how many times you redo
a level, when you reach a certain level (less than 100), you are trying a different strategy every time. It doesn't give you three stars. It didn't happen that quickly in previous versions. And it me off too! C'mon guys, it's not that hard early in the game. If I can't get my 3rd Star on all levels, I'll probably uninstall your game and look elsewhere for something else that wastes my time on. I'm just 4 March 2020 hit
level 600 now! Yes, the ad is monotony but not bad in 5 seconds, 30 seconds of advertising is very little in between but it is nothing. Ya needs to focus on the goal carefully, yer is not going to get 3 stars every time. Like life, I'm not going to spend a day of gold stars every day. I took a better part of the year to get to where I am, I probably don't play this game every other day. Take a break even from time to
time to play other games you like. This is not a game and you don't make it to anything. If I play one section and I feel like doing another, it relaxes me taking my mind off my disability just a little bit. By the way, have fun with it. Does anyone just know how many levels there are? Thanks to the developers, keep up the great work and keep updating! developer Da peng Sun has shown that the privacy
practices of the app may include handling the data described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The data used to track between apps and websites owned by other companies is as follows: For more information, the Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Classic bubble shooting eliminates shooting
games, exquisite image quality, fun levels, Wifi, free, the best time to go throughIn the happy life of a dinosaur mom, a cute dragon baby hiding in the depths of a bubble jungle, slide your fingers, color bubbles, pop, pop, look, eliminate baby dragons you have found. Control:- Aim and match bubbles you want to shoot with bubbles - Same bubbles over match 3.- Remove bubbles to find cute baby dragons.-
Click on in-game props to easily give stars throughout the game using props - The game will give you stars based on your performance. : + High quality and good music + No Wifi can not be played + completely free + well designed levels, fun as well as many! I wish you a happy life here!December 17, 2020 version 1.1.9 It is a fun game to play. However, there are some flawed glitches. The touched sensor
looks a bit off when you release the bubble, but somehow it goes either one way or the other than the original shot. I thought it was just a finger movement, but it still does the same glitch when I just let it shoot aim. I don't know why it's doing it. Also, serial commercial glitches. Instead of playing commercials in several configurations of time, it always plays commercials! It will be annoying after a while. If they
just play commercials between stages, it would be as good as other free games. I was playing this game a few years ago. You guys have overhauled it significantly so that it can barely be recognized as the same game! The first one is aiming and shooting. I'm very careful to aim exactly where I want to go with the shot, and for some reason, it's going wide in some way and not where I aimed! It really me off
because I basically just lost one of my shots and it usually gets in the way of the next shot. The next problem is that no matter how well you play or how many times you redo a level, when you reach a certain level (less than 100), you are trying a different strategy every time. It doesn't give you three stars. It didn't happen that quickly in previous versions. And it me off too! C'mon guys, it's not that hard early
in the game. If I can't get my 3rd Star on all levels, I'll probably uninstall your game and look elsewhere for something else that wastes my time on. I'm just 4 March 2020 hit level 600 now! Yes, the ad is monotony but not bad in 5 seconds, 30 seconds of advertising is very little in between but it is nothing. Ya should carefully focus the goal, yer is not going to get 3 stars every time.At first it became easier to
accept, however, after some time had passed. Like life, I'm not going to spend a day of gold stars every day. I took a better part of the year to get to where I am, I probably don't play this game every other day. Take a break even from time to time to play other games you like. This is not a game and you don't make it to anything. If I play one section and I feel like doing another, it relaxes me taking my mind
off my disability just a little bit. By the way, have fun with it. Does anyone just know how many levels there are? Thanks to the developers, keep up the great work and keep updating! developer Da peng Sun has shown that the privacy practices of the app may include handling the data described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The data used to track between apps and
websites owned by other companies is as follows: Learn more about our privacy policy policy for developer website apps.
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